Abstract. Mobile devices get to handle much information thanks to the convergence of diverse functionalities. Their environment has great potential of supporting customized services to the users because it can observe the meaningful and private information continually for a long time. However, most of the information has been generally ignored because of the limitations of mobile devices. In this paper, we propose a novel method that infers landmarks efficiently in order to overcome the problems. It uses an effective probabilistic model of Bayesian networks for analyzing various log data on the mobile environment, which is modularized to decrease the complexity. The proposed methods are evaluated with synthetic mobile log data generated.
Introduction
The mobile environment has very different characteristics from the ordinary personal computer environment. First of all, a mobile device can collect and manage various data about user. Besides, a mobile device can be adapted to fit user's preference or character since it is very private apparatus. Furthermore, a mobile device can collect everyday information effectively because a user brings it with him nearly every time, so it has a great potential to figure out and help its user. Such features of mobile device open the possibility of diverse and convenient services for user. However, there are some limitations of mobile devices. It has relatively insufficient memory capacity, lower CPU power (data-processing speed), and limited battery hours to desktop PC.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for effective analysis of mobile log data and extraction of semantic information and memory landmarks which are used as a special event for helping recall it [1] . The proposed method adopts Bayesian probabilistic model to efficiently manage various uncertainties occurring on mobile environment. We also propose a cooperative reasoning method for the modular model of Bayesian networks to work competently in mobile environments.
There already exist some attempts for analyzing log data and supporting expanded services. A. Krause, et al. clustered sensor and log data collected on mobile devices, learned a context classifier that reflected user's preference, and estimated user's situation to provide smart services to the user [2] . E. Horvitz, et al. proposed a method that detected and estimated landmarks by learning human's cognitive activity model from PC log data based on Bayesian approach [1] . However the models were based on the general learning method only for the small domain or for the PC domain.
Cooperative Reasoning of Modular Bayesian Networks
The overall process of landmark extraction from log data of mobile environments used in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . Various log data are preprocessed in advance, and then the landmark reasoning module detects the landmarks. The preprocessing module is operated by the techniques of simple rule reasoning and pattern recognition. The BN reasoning module performs complicated and probabilistic inference.
Bayesian network is a model that can express large probability distributions with relatively small cost to statistical mechanics. It has a structure of directed acyclic graph (DAG) that represents link relations of node, and has conditional probability tables (CPTs) that is constrained by the DAG structure [3] . There are two general differences between the proposed Bayesian network and the conventional Bayesian network. Firstly, we modularize the Bayesian inference models according to their separated sub-domains (Fig. 2 ). Bayesian network model essentially requires more computing powers depending on the number of nodes and links. Especially, since the computational complexity of Bayesian inference is approxi-
, where k is the number of states and N is the number of causal nodes, the modularized BN is more efficient. Secondly, in order to consider the co-causality of modularized BN, the proposed method operates 2-pass inference stages as shown in Fig. 2 . A virtual linking technique is utilized in order to reflect the co-causal evidences more correctly. The technique is to add virtual node and regulate its conditional probability values (CPVs) to apply the probability of evidence [3] . In this paper, we have proposed and used the new virtual linking method that uses the prior probability of evidence node as virtual evidence parameter instead of adding virtual nodes. This method guarantees the maintenance of BN structure. For example, the structure of BN 1 is {A B C}, BN 2 is its modularized version; {A B, B C}, and given the evidence A, we can calculate the beliefs using the virtual link assumption and chain rule as follows [3] : In this paper totally 39 BNs are designed with 638 nodes, 623 links and 4,205 CPV, which are summarized in Table 1 . In average 16.6 nodes and 107.8 CPVs are used at the same time on the BN reasoning process since they are modularized and the computations are distributed. On the other hand, the monolithic BN for them has 462 nodes decreased from 638 because of the removal of duplicated nodes, but the number of parents and CPVs is increased. This means that it has much larger complexity. 
Experimental Results
We have tested the proposed landmark reasoning model with a scenario in order to confirm the performance. The left side of Fig. 3 shows a scenario used. The BN set strongly related to the scenario is {food, photo, movement, nature, joy, home}. The probabilities are occurred when the related evidences are given. The right side of 
Scenario
Today is school day.
Morning lecture time.
Simple lunch. Walking for a park.
Photo with spring flowers.
Met friends. Going to the restaurant wanted going a coffee shop.
Chatting.
Funny & joyful day.
Target landmark

Going-outpreparation
Walking-for
Joyful-photo
Eating-out We grouped situations of everyday life on the two bases: usual/unusual and idle/busy. We made contexts for evidence because it is difficult to make the log data directly. For example, we made a context 'a lot of phone calls' instead of its phone call log data. The target landmarks are categorized 4 classes as shown in Table 2 . A day of data set contains two landmarks, which are selected randomly. Each landmark has some candidates of evidence set and one of them is selected randomly. For example, the landmark 'annoying SMS' has candidates, {'a lot of phone calls', 'a lot of moving'}, {'a lot of moving', 'a lot of SMS'}, {'a lot of phone calls', 'a lot of SMS'}. Table 2 shows the statistics of experimental results. We have excluded the landmarks related to the default place 'home' and the low-weight landmarks from main landmarks set. The false-positive error of 'usual/idle' class is high and the precision is low, because 'usual' class includes many places and landmarks that have evidence duplication. For example, since the landmark 'boarding ship' is caused by the evidence 'sea' or 'river', a landmark 'swim' can also be extracted. The false-positive error of 'usual/busy' class is low because the class includes relatively many landmarks that have distinct evidence. In the experiment, the overall recall rate was low as 75%. It results from the lack of tuning or the landmarks hard to detect. Table 2 . The experimental results with synthetic data. Two target objects (with few redundancies) are selected in each data set. 'unusual/busy' class data are composed of one 'unusual' landmark and one 'busy' landmark. Abbreviations: LM-Landmark, TP-true positive error rate (%), FP-false positive rate (%), FN-false negative rate (%), #-number. 
Class
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a landmark inference model for it to be more suitable to mobile device environment. We have modularized BN structures for more efficient operation in mobile environment and proposed 2-step inference method of applying virtual node concept for cooperation of modular BNs. In some experimental results with artificial data, the intended landmarks are well extracted. Currently, this research is ongoing, and we will validate the performance and utility of the proposed method on the expanded real-world domain in the future.
